Art Newsletter
Fundraiser

We will be participating in the Original Works fundraiser. The program gives 33% of the
proceeds to the West Cypress Hills Elementary Art Room. This School Art Fundraising Program
will feature students’ artwork on shirts, calendars, mugs, and much more. We have completed
our paintings and will be shipping them off soon. Detailed information about this program
coming soon!

Projects

Fifth Grade
We began the 2nd semester drawing Winter Zentangle Trees. This particular project will be used in our
Fundraiser, Original Works. These vibrant paintings will be available for you to turn into a cup, shirt,
necklace, etc. A portion of the proceeds will be given to the West Cypress Hills Art Room. This is a
wonderful opportunity for our school.
Our next project involved learning about the Contemporary artist, LeRoy Neiman. Neiman was a
professor at the Art Institute of Chicago’s school for several years. He was the official artist at three of
the Olympic Games for ABC Television.
We used glue to trace the pencil lines and vibrant color sticks to create an abstract drawing of a lion or
elephant. These turned out simply AMAZING!

Fourth Grade
We began the 2nd semester working on a drawing of a sea turtle. This project will be used for the
Original Works Fundraiser. This should be a colorful project for any coffee mug, shirt, or calendar.
Fourth grade has been learning about ceramics by making a pinch pot fish. They started with a pinch
pot and then added additional clay pieces using the score and slip technique. Once their pieces were
fired, they were able to paint their fish creations. These turned out amazing!
Our final project for the semester was a watercolor resist painting. Some color groups drew jellyfish and
others drew a flower garden.

Third Grade
To begin the semester, we painted a colorful owl. This particular project will be used in our Fundraiser,
Original Works. These adorable paintings will be available for you to turn into a cup, shirt, necklace, etc.
A portion of the proceeds will be given to the West Cypress Hills Art Room. This is a wonderful
opportunity for our school.
Our next project involved ceramics. Third grade used clay to create an owl. Once they were fired in the
kiln, we added color and beads to decorate our owls. These are so much fun!
We completed our second semester learning about Navajo Weavings. The Navajo people are known for
their magnificent weavings. Third grade students learned patience, craftsmanship, and design during
this project. Each student was responsible for making a flower from a plate. Next, they wove yarn
around the warp strings to fill in the center space. This is a lengthy project but worth the wait!

Second Grade
We began the semester creating a watercolor painting of an insect. This project will be used for the
Original Works Fundraiser. This should be a colorful project for any coffee mug, shirt, or calendar.
Next, we spent the week before Thanksgiving, making our very own Thankful pumpkin. Students wrote
four things that they were thankful for on strips of orange paper. Once they were done they used strips
to construct a pumpkin. I hope these made the Thanksgiving dining room table!
We then learned about Pop Art and the artist Andy Warhol. Students used color and repetition to create
a strawberry masterpiece!
To complete the semester, we learned how to make a movable chameleon sculpture. This particular
project involved many steps and careful construction. We used construction paper and crayons to
decorate our chameleons. Second grade really enjoyed this project.

First Grade
We began the semester learning about Vincent Van Gogh and his painting “Sunflowers”. Van

Gogh,
painted with intensity and emotion. The colors in his paintings were vibrant and bright. Students used
watercolor paint to create their Sunflower masterpiece.
Next, we continued by learning how to weave a blanket using paper strips. Students drew themselves
quietly sleeping and added woven paper strips for the blanket.
In our second project, we learned about the artist Wayne Thiebaud. He is sometimes grouped with the
“Pop Artist” because he painted subjects from popular culture (like cakes, gumball machines, and ice
cream sundays) but actually he began his work before Pop Artists.

Kindergarten
The second semester began with drawing a winter teddy bear. This particular project will be used in our
Fundraiser, Original Works. These adorable paintings will be available for you to turn into a cup, shirt,
necklace, etc. A portion of the proceeds will be given to the West Cypress Hills Art Room. This is a
wonderful opportunity for our school.
Our second project, involved learning about Contemporary artist, LeRoy Neiman. Neiman was a
professor at the Art Institute of Chicago’s school for several years. He was the official artist at three of
the Olympic Games for ABC Television.
We used crayon and tempera paint to create an abstract drawing of a lion. These turned out simply
AMAZING!
Next, we listened to the book Roller

Coaster, by
 Marla Frazee. We used strips of paper to make our very
own paper sculpture of a roller coaster. This project was so much fun!
Finally, we learned about space while making our very own rocket ship. We added planets and stars to
our background while we blasted off into space.

